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INVESTMENT REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in October

Online marketplace for
investors and insururs

Short term rentals with
hotel amenities

October Deal
Statistics
Deal announcements
this month regained
prepandemic volume

Total Deals Announced

107

Follow-On Investments

49

Initial Investments

58

B2B

85

B2C

22

Possible Candidates

13

Added to our Watch list

3

Rounds over $100M

15
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Casai - 82/100
Casai is a premium Airbnb for the discerning traveler. Properties have locally sourced designs,
and smart home technology, and are located in safe areas with good transportation.

Round Size

$53 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Andreessen Horowitz

Location

Mexico City, Distrito Federal, Mexico

Total Raised

$23 Million (plus $25M in venture debt)

With 200 properties already in their launch market, Mexico City, Casai earned a 82/100 Blitzscaling score.
The team appears strong, they have good early traction, and now have enough cash to really get growing.
The company's perfect score for "winner take most" derives from the high value, consideration, and
differentiation in Casai’s transactions. For distribution we like that they can tap into a market of frequent
travelers via established channels, but this customer base is unlikely to cross over from guest to host,
reducing Casai’s virality. With the higher-end branding and service level, they earned a 10/10 for product
market fit. Casai is a pure marketplace (they own no properties) so full points on gross margin. They only
earned a 7/10 for organizational scalability and a 6/10 for operational, because we are concerned that
their promise of luxury amenities, sophisticated technology, and exceptional service will create a
customer service and maintenance burden that adds friction to scaling.
The challenge here is to establish critical-mass and brand awareness worldwide quickly before
competitors step in. Airbnb could launch "Airbnb for Business" for example. Or Hyatt could launch
"Hyatt Private Residences" that compete directly and ride the rails of their existing marketing engines.
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Remotion: 93/100
Remotion is a video calling platform designed for remote teams to collaborate
through live video chats.

Round Size

$10 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Greylock

Location

San Francisco, California, USA

Total Raised

$13 Million

Remotion is a video calling platform designed for remote teams. It is removing the friction from the video
chat process and enabling spontaneous conversation, denser communication, and increased team
productivity. Remotion's new mode of collaboration, a service that is in high demand during this period of
remote work, earned it a Blitzscaling score of 93/100.
We expect to see strong Network Effects from Remotion as teams move to the platform and share it with
their coworkers, making a winner-take-most market likely. This incentive to recruit the people a user works
with bodes well for its virality, earning it a 10/10 for distribution. We gave it a tentative 8/10 for product
market fit until we can see if this new consumer behavior is adopted by workplaces. But it is innovating in
the global virtual collaboration market, meriting a perfect 10 for market size . Remotion earned a 9/10 for
gross margins because while there is a heavy cost to live video, as a software it has high returns and
recurring revenue. Like most softwares, it is highly scalable and will be able to grow through the cloud to
keep up with demand.
Although live video is a tricky process, Remotion is a great candidate to blitzscale and capture the live
video market before Slack or Zoom add frictionless video communication to their platforms.
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October Deals

As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track
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October Deals Continued
As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track

